Resonant Clock Distribution for Large Scale Integrated Circuits

"Name of the inventor: Kenneth Shepard circuit for distributing a clock signal in an integrated circuit Description: Method and system for distributing a high frequency clock with improved power efficiency skew and jitter performance is described. A circuit for distributing a clock signal in an integrated circuit including a capacitive clock distribution circuit having a conductor is described. A method and system for determining the capacitance of the clock distribution conductor and the circuitry is disclosed. The inductance value required to form a resonance circuit with the clock distribution conductor is determined. The resonance frequency is equal to the clock frequency. A parallel-connected inductor is coupled to the clock distribution conductor to provide inductance. Integrated Circuit Clock Enables Distribution of High Speed Clock Signals in Large Scale Integrated Circuits The system and method provide a clock distribution circuit which offers lower power consumption improving the skew and jitter performance. It provides an integrated circuit clock distribution topology which enables efficient distribution of high speed clock signals in large and very large scale integrated circuits"
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